Accurate and efficient processing of cancellation, nonrenewal, and conditional renewal notices with flexible workflow options, current forms, and compliance monitoring tools.

Underwriters are responsible for ensuring compliant processing of policy termination transactions. These transactions are critical to insurers because non-compliance carries exposure to negative legal and financial outcomes, including payment of claims on risks that were intended to be terminated, poor market conduct examination performance, and negative publicity.

NILS Cancellation and Nonrenewal helps minimize these risks and avoid the difficulties of maintaining current regulatory research while reducing exposure to outdated or non-compliant forms.

Supported by our team of experts who understand the Insurance industry, NILS solutions combine proven technology, regulatory content, and the expertise of Wolters Kluwer. NILS operational compliance tools provide workflow-specific regulatory content, analysis, and forms in an easy-to-use web-based tool. Timely and relevant data, workflow-ready forms, and intuitive search tools provide the ideal solution to improve productivity and reduce non-compliance risks.

- Easily access and process notices of cancellation and nonrenewal using an intuitive web-based interface
- Monitor company notices and respond to regulatory developments
- Integrate with existing systems, processes, and workflows
- Download electronic forms and incorporate into in-house systems
- Focus on business objectives without compliance monitoring and tools maintenance distractions
NILS Cancellation and Nonrenewal provides a flexible workflow tool combining forms and compliance research.

- **Compliant forms** ensure transactions are processed with confidence that mandatory language and processing requirements are met.
- **Expert summaries** provide answers to the key regulatory questions impacting cancellation/nonrenewal processes and research on underlying legal documentation.
- **Flexible deployment options** improve ramp-up time and minimize implementation costs.
- **Application Programming Interface (API)** allows direct integration of NILS Cancellation and Nonrenewal into Policy Administration System systems, further streamlining underwriting activities and strengthening compliance.
- **Email alerts** allow users to stay abreast of regulatory changes by jurisdiction, line of business, and sub-line of business.
- **Unique web-fill features** let users quickly and accurately complete forms.
- **Regulatory help files and rules-based fields** help users ensure they are generating compliant notices with the required information.
- **Regular updates** to NILS Cancellation and Nonrenewal provide access to the most current information and forms available.

NILS is supported by a team of experts, including industry professionals, insurance attorneys, and former insurance regulators, as the industry-leading provider of compliance on cancellation and nonrenewal issues.

Training and support are included in the NILS Cancellation and Nonrenewal subscription package.